
 

Mark Harrod E-Marketing Case Study 
 

Mark Harrod Ltd is one of the leading sports equipment manufacturers in the UK and has been supplying 

schools, colleges, local authorities, contractors and sports clubs nationwide for over a decade. They 

manufacture and supply a vast array of sports equipment, much of which they’ve designed to withstand 

heavy use. Their range includes football, hockey, rugby, cricket, and much much more … 

In 2019 Mark Harrod signed up to a series of regular eshots to be sent out to a bespoke database of 

groundsman and secretaries from Premier league down to non-league. The aim of the eshots was to 

generate new sales as well as generating warm leads to follow up on with key contacts and decision 

makers in the football industry.  

Since the first eshot was sent out in June 2019 nearly  33,000 emails have been sent out on behalf of Mark 

Harrod with over 10,000 being opened making a huge open rate of 32.5% and a click rate of 2.7%.   

The high open and click rates along with the full performance results 7 days after the eshot has been sent 

out has allowed Mark Harrod to pro-actively follow up warm leads of contacts at clubs who they know are 

interested in their products. The 7 day results have not only helped Mark Harrod to see what clubs have 

opened and clicked the email but it has also identify and target the clubs who have opened the same email 

multiple times or opened multiple emails.  

After committing to an initial 12 eshots to be sent out every 2-3 weeks Mark Harrod renewed their 

commitment to a further 24 eshots due to the success they had with the first 12.    

With Mark Harrod designing the design of the email and sending us the HTML file it has enabled some 

eshots to be turned around in as little as 48 hours.  

If you have interest in using our e-marketing service email office@footballtradedirectory.com or call us on 

01772 875184.  
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